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Abstract

Peer review is fundamental to the integrity and advancement of scientific publication. Traditional
methods of peer review analyses often rely on exploration and statistics of existing peer review data,
which do not adequately address the multivariate nature of the process, account for the latent variables,
and are further constrained by privacy concerns due to the sensitive nature of the data. We introduce
AGENTREVIEW, the first large language model (LLM) based peer review simulation framework,
which effectively disentangles the impacts of multiple latent factors and addresses the privacy issue.
Our study reveals significant insights, including a notable 37.1% variation in paper decisions due to
reviewers’ biases, supported by sociological theories such as the social influence theory, altruism
fatigue, and authority bias. We believe that this study could offer valuable insights to improve the
design of peer review mechanisms.

1 Introduction

Peer review is a cornerstone for academic publishing, ensuring that accepted manuscripts meet the
novelty, accuracy, and significance standards. Despite its importance, peer reviews often face several
challenges, such as biases [1], variable review quality [1], unclear reviewer motives [2], and imperfect
review mechanism [3], exacerbated by the ever-growing number of submissions. The rise of open science
and preprint platforms has further complicated these systems, which may disclose author identities under
double-blind policies [4].

Efforts to mitigate these problems have focused on enhancing fairness [2], reducing biases among
novice reviewers [1], calibrating noisy peer review ratings [5], and refining mechanisms for paper
assignment and reviewer expertise matching [6, 7]. However, several challenges persist in systematically
exploring factors influencing peer review outcomes: 1) Multivariate Nature. The peer review process is
affected by a variety of factors, ranging from reviewer expertise, area chair involvement, to the review
mechanism design. This complexity makes it difficult to isolate specific factors that impact the review
quality and outcomes; 2) Latent Variables. Factors such as reviewer biases and intentions are difficult to
measure but have significant effects on the review process, often leading to less predictable outcomes;
3) Privacy Concerns. Peer review data are inherently sensitive and carry the risk of revealing reviewer
identities. Investigation of such data not only poses ethical concerns but also deters future reviewer
participation.

∗ Both authors contributed equally.
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Figure 1: AGENTREVIEW is an open and flexible framework designed to realistically simulate the
peer review process. It enables controlled experiments to disentangle multiple variables in peer review,
allowing for an in-depth examination of their effects on review outcomes. Our findings align with
established sociological theories.

This Work. We introduce AGENTREVIEW, the first framework that integrates large language models
(LLMs) [8, 9] with agent-based modeling [10] to simulate the peer review process (Sec. 2). As shown
in Figure 1, AGENTREVIEW is built upon the capabilities of LLMs to perform realistic simulations of
societal environments [11–15] and provide high-quality feedback on academic literature comparable to
or exceeds human levels [16–19].

AGENTREVIEW is open and flexible, designed to capture the multivariate nature of the peer review
process. It features a range of customizable variables, such as characteristics of reviewers, authors,
area chairs (ACs), as well as the reviewing mechanisms (Sec. 2.1). This adaptability allows for the
systematic exploration and disentanglement of the distinct roles and influences of the various parties
involved in the peer review process. Moreover, AGENTREVIEW supports the exploration of alternative
reviewer characteristics and more complex review processes. By simulating peer review activities with
over 53,800 generated peer review documents, including over 10,000 reviews, on over 500 submissions
across four years of ICLR, AGENTREVIEW achieves statistically significant insights without needing
real-world reviewer data, thereby maintaining reviewer privacy. AGENTREVIEW also supports the
extension to alternative reviewer characteristics and more complicated reviewing processes. We conduct
both content-level and numerical analyses after running large-scale simulations of the peer review process.
Key findings. Our findings are as follows, which could inspire future design of peer review systems:

• Social Influence [20]. Reviewers often adjust their ratings after rebuttals to align with their peers,
driven by the pressure to conform to the perceived majority opinion. This conformity results in a 27.2%
decrease in the standard deviation of ratings (Sec. 3.1.1);

• Altruism Fatigue and Peer Effects [21]. Even one under-committed reviewer can lead to a pro-
nounced decline of commitment (18.7%) among all reviewers (Sec. 3.1.2);

• Groupthink and Echo Chamber Effects [22, 23]. Biased reviewers tend to amplify each other’s
negative opinions through interactions (Sec. 3.1.3). This can lead to a 0.17 drop in ratings among
biased reviewers and cause a spillover effect, influencing the judgments of unbiased reviewers and
leading to a 0.25 decrease in ratings;

• Authority Bias and Halo Effects [24]. Reviewers tend to perceive manuscripts from renowned authors
as more accurate. When all reviewers know the author identities for only 10% of the papers, decisions
can change by a significant 27.7% (Sec. 3.3);

• Anchoring Bias [25]. The rebuttal phase, despite its role in addressing reviewers’ concerns, exerts a
minimal effect on final outcomes. This is potentially due to anchoring bias in which reviewers rely
heavily on initial impressions of the submission.

Contributions. Our contributions are three-fold:

• Versatile framework. AGENTREVIEW is the first framework to employ LLM agents to simulate the
entire peer review process;
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• Comprehensive Dataset. We curated a large-scale dataset through our simulation, encompassing more
than 53,800 generated reviews, rebuttals, updated reviews, meta-reviews, and final decisions, which
can support future research on analyzing the academic peer review process;

• Novel Insights. Our study uncovers several significant findings that align with sociological theories to
support future research;

We aim to facilitate ongoing research and development in the field by releasing all of our code, data, and
tools upon the acceptance of this work.

2 The AGENTREVIEW Framework

2.1 Framework Overview

AGENTREVIEW is designed as an extensible testbed to study the impact of various stakeholders and
mechanism designs on peer review results. It follows procedures of popular Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) conferences, where reviewers provide initial paper reviews, update
their reviews based on authors’ feedback, and area chairs (ACs) organize discussions among reviewers
and make final decisions.1 AGENTREVIEW integrates three roles—reviewers, authors, and ACs—all
powered by LLM agents.
Reviewers play a pivotal role in peer review. We identify three key dimensions that determine the quality
of their reviews. 1) Commitment refers to the reviewer’s dedication and sense of responsibility in engaging
with the manuscript. This involves a proactive and careful approach to provide thorough and constructive
feedback on submissions. 2) Intention describes the motivation behind the reviews, focusing on whether
the reviewer aims to genuinely help authors improve their papers or is influenced by biases or conflict
of interests. 3) Knowledgeability measures the reviewer’s expertise in the manuscript’s subject area.
Understanding the effects of each individual aspect is crucial for improving the peer review process.

To explore these dimensionalities, we assign reviewers into specific categories: knowledgeable versus
unknowledgeable reviewers for knowledgeability, responsible versus irresponsible for commitment, and
benign versus malicious for intention. These categorizations are set by prompts and fed into our system
as fixed characteristics. For example, knowledgeable reviewers are described as reviewers that are adept
at identifying the significance of the research and pinpointing any technical issues that require attention.
In contrast, unknowledgeable reviewers lack expertise and may overlook critical flaws or misinterpret the
contributions. Reviewer descriptions and prompts are detailed in Appendix Figure 10.
Authors submit papers to the conference and provide rebuttals to the initial reviews during the Reviewer-
AC discussion period (Phase 2 in Figure 1). Although double-blind review policies are typically in place,
authors may still opt to release preprints or publicize their works on social media, potentially revealing
their identities. We consider two scenarios: 1) reviewers are aware of the authors’ identities due to the

1Some conferences or journals may follow slightly different review processes.
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public release of their works, and 2) author identities remain unknown to the reviewers. This allows us to
explore the implications of anonymity on the review process.
Area Chairs (ACs) have multiple duties, ranging from facilitating reviewer discussions, synthesizing
feedback into meta-reviews, and making final decisions. ACs ensure the integrity of the review outcomes
by maintaining constructive dialogues, integrating diverse viewpoints, and assessing papers for quality,
originality, and relevance. Our work identifies three styles of ACs based on their involvement strategies,
each influencing the review process differently: 1) authoritarian ACs dominate the decision-making,
prioritizing their own evaluations over the collective input from reviewers; 2) conformist ACs rely heavily
on other reviewers’ evaluations, minimizing the influence of their own expertise; 3) inclusive ACs consider
all available discussion and feedback, including reviews, author rebuttals, and reviewer comments, along
with their expertise, to make well-rounded final decisions.

2.2 Review Process Design

AGENTREVIEW uses a structured, 5-phase pipeline (Figure 1) to simulate the peer review process.
I. Reviewer Assessment. In this phase, three reviewers critically evaluate the manuscript. To simulate
an unbiased review process, each reviewer has access only to the manuscript and their own assessment,
preventing any cross-influence among reviewers. Following [17], we ask LLM agents to generate reviews
that comprise four sections, including significance and novelty, potential reasons for acceptance, potential
reasons for rejection, and suggestions for improvement. This format is aligned with the conventional
review structures of major ML/NLP conferences. Unless specified otherwise, each reviewer provides a
numerical rating from 1 to 10 for each paper.
II. Author-Reviewer Discussion. Authors respond to each review with a rebuttal document to address
misunderstandings, justify their methodologies, and acknowledge valid critiques.
III. Reviewer-AC Discussion. The AC initiates a discussion among the reviewers, asking them to
reconsider their initial ratings, and provide an updated review after considering the rebuttals.
IV. Meta-Review Compilation. The AC integrates insights from Phase I-III discussions, their own
observations, and numeric ratings into a meta-review. This document provides a synthesized assessment
of the manuscript’s strengths and weaknesses that guides the final decision.
V. Paper Decision. In the final phase, the AC reviews all meta-reviews for their assigned papers to make
an informed decision regarding their acceptance or rejection. We adopt a fixed acceptance rate of 32%,
reflecting the actual average acceptance rate for ICLR 2020 ∼ 2023. Therefore, each AC is tasked with
making decisions for a batch of 10 papers and accepts 3 ∼ 4 papers in the batch.

2.3 Data Selection

The paper data for AGENTREVIEW is sourced from real conference submissions to ensure that our
simulated reviews closely mirror real scenarios. We adhere to four criteria for data selection: 1) The
conference must have international impact with a large number of authors and a wide audience, and
the academic achievements discussed should have significant real-world impacts; 2) the papers must
be publicly available; 3) the quality of the papers must reflect real-world distribution, including both
accepted and rejected papers; 4) the papers must span a broad time range to cover a variety of topics and
mitigate the effects of evolving reviewer preferences over time.

We select ICLR due to its status as a leading publication venue in computer science and its trans-
parency in making both accepted and rejected submissions available. We retrieve papers spanning four
years (2020∼2023) using OpenReview API2. Papers are categorized into oral (top 5%), spotlight (top
25%), poster, and rejection. We then employ a stratified sampling technique to select papers from each
category, resulting in a diverse dataset with 350 rejected papers, 125 posters, 29 spotlights, and 19
orals. This approach ensures the inclusion of papers with varying quality, closely mirroring real-world

2https://github.com/openreview/openreview-py
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Figure 3: Distribution of initial and final scores with respect to varying number of irresponsible# (left)
& malicious% (right) reviewers.

conferences. Finally, we extract the title, abstract, figure and table captions, and the main text that serve
as the inputs for the LLM agents.

2.4 Baseline Setting

Real peer review process inherently entails substantial uncertainty due to variations in reviewers’ expertise,
commitment, and intentions, often leading to seemingly inconsistent numeric ratings. For example,
NeurIPS experiments found significant differences in reviewers’ ratings when different sets of reviewers
evaluated the same submissions [26, 2]. Directly comparing numeric ratings of our experimental outcomes
with actual ratings can be inappropriate and fail to disentangle the latent variables.

To address this, we establish a baseline setting with no specific characteristics of LLM agents (referred
to as ‘baseline’ in Table 1). This allows us to measure the impact of changes in one variable against a
consistent reference. Across all settings, we generate 10,460 reviews and rebuttals, 23,535 reviewer-AC
discussions, 9,414 meta-reviews, and 9,414 paper decisions. Detailed statistics for the dataset are in
Appendix Table 4, and the experimental cost is in Appendix A.2).

3 Results

3.1 The Role of Reviewers

To study the effect of commitment on the peer review outcomes, we start with replacing a normal reviewer
with either a responsible or an irresponsible reviewer, then gradually increase the number of reviews. The
settings we consider as well as the initial & final ratings are in Table 1, and the rating distribution is in
Figure 9. Agent-based reviewers in our environment demonstrate classic phenomena in sociology, such
as social influence, echo chamber, and halo effects.

3.1.1 Overview

Social Influence Theory [27] suggests that individuals in a group tend to revise their beliefs towards
a common viewpoint. A similar tendency towards convergence is also observed among the reviewers.
Across all settings, the standard deviation of reviewer ratings (Table 1) significant declines after the
Reviewer-AC discussion, revealing a trend towards conformity. This is particularly evident when a highly
knowledgeable or responsible reviewer dominates the discussion.
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Initial (Phase I) Final (Phase III)
Setting Avg. Std. Avg. Std.

! baseline 5.053 0.224 5.110 0.163

" responsible 4.991 0.276 5.032 0.150
# irresponsible 4.750 0.645 4.815 0.434

$ benign 4.990 0.281 5.098 0.211
% malicious 4.421 1.181 4.368 1.014

& knowledgeable 5.004 0.260 5.052 0.152
' unknowledgeable 4.849 0.479 4.987 0.220

Table 1: Summary of results. We report the reviewer scores before & after Reviewer-Author Discussion
(Phase III in Figure 2). ‘Initial’ & ‘Final’ indicate the reviewer ratings in Phase I & III, respectively.

Overall, responsible, knowledgeable, and benign (well-intentioned) reviewers generally give higher
scores than less committed or biased (malicious) reviewers. Although initial review ratings can be low,
the final ratings in most settings significantly improve following discussions, highlighting the importance
of reviewer-author interactions on addressing reviewers’ concerns. In Sec. 3.4, we further explore whether
these interactions and subsequent paper improvements influence the final decisions.

3.1.2 Reviewer Commitment

Altruism Fatigue & Peer Effect [21] Paper review is typically unpaid and time-consuming [28], requiring
substantial time investment beyond reviewers’ regular professional duties. This demanding nature,
coupled with altruism fatigue—where reviewers feel their voluntary efforts are unrecognized—often
results in reduced commitment and superficial assessments.

The presence of just one irresponsible reviewer can lead to a pronounced decline in overall reviewer
commitment compared with the baseline. Although the initial review length is similar between the
two settings (baseline and irresponsible), averaging 432.4 and 429.2 words, the average word count
experienced a significant 18.7% drop, from 195.5 to 159.0 words, after reviewers interact during the
reviewer-AC discussion. This peer effect illustrates how one reviewer’s subpar performance can lower
the standards and efforts of others, leading to more cursory review post-rebuttal. The reduction in overall
engagement during critical review discussions underscores the negative impact of insufficient reviewer
commitment, which can permit the publication of potentially flawed research, misleading subsequent
studies and eroding trust in the academic review process.
Groupthink [22] occurs when a group of reviewers, driven by a desire for harmony or conformity, reaches
a consensus without critical reasoning or evaluation of a manuscript. It can be especially detrimental
when the group includes irresponsible or malicious reviewers. To examine such effects, we substitute
1 ∼ 3 normal reviewers with irresponsible reviewers and analyze the changes in ratings before & after
reviewer-AC discussion.

Table 3 highlights a noticeable decline in review ratings under the influence of irresponsible reviewers.
Replacing 2 normal reviewers with irresponsible ones results in a significant drop of 0.25 from 5.256 to
5.005 in the average reviewer rating after Reviewer-AC Discussion (Phase III). In contrast, in the baseline
scenario, the final ratings improve by an average 0.06 post-rebuttal, as reviewers more proactively
scrutinize the author feedback and have their concerns addressed. Interestingly, the scores among
irresponsible reviewers exhibit a slight increase, suggesting a tendency to conform to the assessments of
normal reviewers.
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Var. Setting Jacc. κ %Agree

" responsible 0.372 0.349 72.85
# irresponsible 0.314 0.257 69.02
$ benign 0.632 0.679 86.62
% malicious 0.230 0.111 62.91
& knowledgeable 0.297 0.230 67.88
' unknowledgeable 0.325 0.276 69.79

conformist 0.535 0.569 82.03
authoritarian 0.319 0.266 69.41
inclusive 0.542 0.578 82.41

no rebuttals 0.622 0.668 86.14
💯 no numeric rating 0.200 0.052 60.40

Table 2: Comparison of final decisions in various settings relative to the baseline experiment in terms
of Jaccard Index (Jacc.), Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient (κ), and Percentage Agreement (%Agree). Jacc.
indicate the set of papers accepted by both the investigated setting and the baseline. The highest and
second highest values are highlighted in bold and underlined, respectively.

Figure 4: Distribution of reasons for acceptance and rejections.

3.1.3 Reviewer Intention

Conflict Theory [29] states that societal interactions are often driven by conflict rather than consensus.
In the context of peer review, where the acceptance of papers is competitive, reviewers may perceive
other high-quality submissions as threats to their own work due to conflict of interests. This competitive
behavior can lead to low ratings for competing papers, particularly for concurrent works with highly
similar ideas, as reviewers aim to protect their own standing in the field. Empirically, the reviewer ratings
in Figure 9 show a significant shift to a bimodal distribution, primarily centered around [4.0, 4.25], when
just one malicious reviewer is involved. This forms a stark contrast to the unimodal distribution between
[5.0, 5.25] observed in the baseline condition.
Echo Chamber Effects [23] occur when a group of reviewers sharing similar biases amplify their
opinions, leaning towards a collective decision without critically evaluating merits of the work. As
illustrated in Figure 3, increasing the number of malicious reviewers from 0 to 3 results in a consistent
drop in the average rating from 5.11 to 3.35, suggesting that the presence of malicious reviewers
significantly impacts the overall evaluation. Meanwhile, as malicious reviewers predominate, the average
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rating among these biased reviewers (Table 5) experiences a greater drop post-rebuttal, indicating that the
inclusion of more biased reviewers not only amplifies the paper’s issues but also solidifies their strong
negative opinions about the work. This process not only reinforces pre-existing biases and reduces critical
scrutiny, but also has a spillover effect that adversely impacts evaluations from unbiased reviewers. The
presence of 1 and 2 malicious reviewers corresponds to a decline by 0.14 and 0.10, respective, among the
normal reviewers.
Content-level Analysis We categorize the reasons for acceptance and rejection as shown in Figure 4
with additional details provided in Appendix A.1. While reasons for accepting the papers are consistent
across all settings, the reasons for rejection differ significantly in distribution. Irresponsible reviews
tend to be shallow, cursory, and notably 22.2% shorter, whereas malicious reviews disproportionally
criticize the lack of novelty in the work (Figure 4d), a common but vague reason for rejection. Specifically,
mentions of lack of novelty by malicious reviewers account for 10.4% of feedback, marking a 182.9%
increase compared to just 3.69% by benign reviewers. They also highlight more presentation issues
which, although important for clarity, do not pertain to the theoretical soundness of the research. On the
other hand, benign reviewers tend to focus more on discussions about scalability and practicality issues,
providing suggestions to help enhance papers’ comprehensiveness.

! normal reviewers # irresponsible reviewers
# Initial Final +/− # Initial Final +/−

3 5.053 ± 0.623 5.110 ± 0.555 +0.06 0 / / /
2 5.056 ± 0.633 5.015 ± 0.546 −0.04 1 4.139 ± 1.121 4.416 ± 0.925 +0.27
1 5.256 ± 0.896 5.005 ± 0.630 −0.25 2 4.548 ± 0.925 4.543 ± 0.872 −0.01
0 / / / 3 4.591 ± 0.912 4.677 ± 0.745 +0.09

Table 3: Average reviewer ratings when varying numbers of! normal reviewers are replaced by#
irresponsible reviewers. ‘#’ represents the number of reviewers of each type. ‘Initial’ & ‘Final’ refer
to the average ratings in Phase I & III. The left and right side of the table shows average ratings from
! normal reviewers and# irresponsible reviewers, respectively. +/− indicates the change in average
ratings after rebuttals.

3.1.4 Reviewer Knowledgeability

Knowledgeability poses two challenges. Firstly, despite extended efforts at matching expertise, review
assignments are often imperfect or random [6, 30]. Secondly, the recent surge in submissions to computer
science conferences has necessitated an expansion of the reviewer pools, raising concerns about the
adequacy of reviewers’ expertise to conduct proper and effective evaluations. As shown in Figure 4,
less knowledgeable reviewers are 24% more likely to mention insufficient discussion of limitations,
whereas expert reviewers not only address these basic aspects but also provide 6.8 % more critiques on
experimental validation, resulting in more concrete and beneficial feedback for improving the paper.

3.2 Involvements of Area Chairs

We quantify the alignment between reviews and meta-reviews using BERTScore [31] and sentence
embedding similarity [32] in Table 2, and measure the agreement of final decisions between baseline
and each setting in Figure 5. Inclusive ACs align most closely with the baseline for final decisions,
demonstrating their effectiveness in integrating diverse viewpoints and maintaining the integrity of
the review process through a balanced consideration of reviews and their own expertise. In contrast,
authoritarian ACs manifest significantly lower correlation with the baseline, with a Cohen’s Kappa of
only 0.266 and an agreement rate of 69.8%. This suggests that their decisions may be skewed by personal
biases, leading to acceptance of lower quality papers or the rejection of high-quality papers that do not
align with their viewpoints, thereby compromising the integrity and fairness of the peer review process.
Conformist ACs, while showing a high semantic overlap with reviewers’ evaluations as evidenced in
Figure 5, might lack independent judgment. This dependency could perpetuate existing biases or errors
in initial reviews, underscoring a critical flaw in overly deferential approaches.
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3.3 Impacts of Author Anonymity

Recent conferences have increasingly permitted the release of preprints, potentially impacting paper
acceptance [33]. Although reviewers are instructed not to proactively seek information about author
identities, concerns persist that reviews may still be biased by author reputation.
Authority bias is the tendency to attribute greater accuracy and credibility to the opinions of authority
figures. This bias is closely related to the Halo Effects, a cognitive bias where the positive perception of
an individual in one area, such as their previous groundbreaking research, influences judgments about
their current work. Reviewers influenced by authority bias are more likely to give favorable reviews to
well-known and respected scientists.

To analyze the impact of author identities on review outcomes, we vary the number of reviewers
aware of the authors’ identities (k), ranging from 1 to 3, and adjusted the proportion of papers with known
author identities (r) from 10% to 30%. Specifically, the reviewers were informed that the authors of
certain papers were renowned and highly accomplished in the field. We categorized papers into two types:
higher quality and lower quality, based on their ground-truth acceptance decisions.

For lower-quality papers, awareness of the authors’ renowned identities among 1, 2, or 3 reviewers
resulted in Jaccard indices of 0.364, 0.154, and 0.008, respectively, in terms of paper acceptance (Figure 6).
The most extreme case has a negative Cohen’s Kappa κ (Figure 8), indicating a substantial deviation in
paper decisions. When high-quality papers had known author identities, much less significant changes
were observed in accepted papers. Notably, changes in paper decisions are more influenced by the number
of reviewers aware of the author identities than by the percentage of papers with known author identities.

3.4 Effects of Peer Review Mechanisms

We investigate two variations to peer review mechanisms. 1) no rebuttal—excluding the Reviewer-Author
Discussion (Phase II) and the Reviewer-AC Discussion (Phase III); 2) no numeric rating—removing
the requirement to assign overall numeric ratings (Phase I & III), thus making the AC’s decision solely
dependent on the content of the reviews.
Effects of Rebuttals. Eliminating the rebuttal phase, which requires substantial time commitments from
both reviewers and authors, has a surprisingly minimal impact on the final paper decisions, aligning
closely with the baseline scenario.

One explanation for this minimal impact is the anchoring bias, where the initial impression formed
during the first submission (the “anchor”) predominantly influences reviewers’ judgments. Even though
authors may make substantial improvements during the rebuttal phase that address reviewers’ concerns
(Sec. 3.1.1), these changes may fail to alter their initial judgments. Another plausible reason is that all
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submissions improve in quality during the rebuttal phase. Thus, the relative position (ranking of quality)
of each paper among all submissions experiences little change.
Effects of Overall Ratings. Numeric ratings from reviewers may serve as a shortcut in the final decision-
making process for paper acceptance. When these ratings are omitted, the decision-making landscape
changes significantly, leading to potentially divergent decisions. The comparison of outcomes with
respect to baseline reveals only a minimal overlap, with a Jaccard index of 0.20 in terms of accepted
papers (Table 2).

4 Related Work

Analysis of Peer Review Systems. Peer review serves as the backbone of academic research, ensuring
the integrity and quality of published work [34]. Several studies have scrutinized various challenges
within peer review, such as bias [1, 35, 36], conflict of interests [37], and the broader issues of review
quality and fairness [1, 37, 38]. Research has also delved into the operational aspects, such as reviewer
assignments [39, 30, 40] and author rebuttals [41], identifying areas for improvement in transparency,
fairness, and accountability [2]. These studies primarily focus on analyzing existing real-world review
data and outcomes. However, due to the complexity and inherent variability of peer review, isolating the
effects of specific factors on review outcomes remains a significant challenge.
LLMs as Agents. Large Language Models (LLMs) such as GPT-4 [8], Claude 3 [42], and Gemini [43]
have not only demonstrated sophisticated language understanding [44–46], reasoning [47–49] and
generation skills [50–55], but also exhibit planning, collaboration, and competitive behaviors [14, 56, 57].
These capabilities have facilitated their adoption as autonomous agents that interact with each other to
complete tasks [58, 59]. Our study aligns with recent works in agent-based modeling (ABM) [12, 58–61]
that leverage the capabilities of LLM agents to simulate realistic environments for scientific research.

5 Conclusion
We presented AGENTREVIEW, the first LLM-based framework for simulating the peer review process.
AGENTREVIEW addresses key challenges by disentangling intertwined factors that impact review out-
comes while preserving reviewer privacy. Our work lays a solid foundation for more equitable and
transparent review mechanism designs in academic publishing. Future works could investigate how
intricate interactions between different variables collectively affect review outcomes.

10



Limitation

Our work has the following limitations. First, AGENTREVIEW is unable to dynamically incorporate or
adjust experimental results in response to reviewer comments during Reviewer-Author Discussion (Phase
II in Figure 2), as LLMs lack the capability to generate new empirical data. Secondly, our analysis mainly
isolates and examines individual variables of the peer review process, such as reviewer commitment or
knowledgeability. Real-world peer reviews, however, involve multiple interacting dimensions. Finally,
we did not directly compare the simulation outcomes with actual peer review results. As described in
Sec 2.4, establishing a consistent baseline for such comparisons is challenging due to the wide variability
in human reviewer characteristics, such as commitment, intention, and knowledgeability, which can
vary across papers, topics, and time periods. The inherent variability and arbitrariness in human peer
reviews [26] add complexity to direct comparisons between simulated and real outcomes.

Ethical Consideration

Further Investigation into Peer Review data. The sensitivity and scarcity of real-world review data
complicate comprehensive studies of peer reviews due to ethical and confidentiality constraints. Our
AGENTREVIEW framework generates simulated data to study various peer review dynamics, effectively
overcoming related challenges.
Peer Review Integrity. As discussed, the integrity of the peer review process is underpinned by the
commitment, intention, and knowledgeability of reviewers. Knowledgeability ensures that reviewers can
accurately assess the novelty, significance, and technical soundness of submissions. Good intention are
essential for maintaining the objectivity and fairness of reviews, thereby supporting the credibility and
integrity of academic publications. A high level of commitment from reviewers ensures comprehensive
and considerate evaluations of submission, which is important for a fair and rigorous evaluation process.
However, paper review is usually an unpaid and time-consuming task. Such demanding nature can lead
the reviewers to conduct cursory or superficial evaluations.
Caution about Use of LLMs. Our AGENTREVIEW mirrors real-world academic review practices to
ensure the authenticity and relevance of our findings. While AGENTREVIEW uses LLMs to generate
paper reviews, there are ethical concerns regarding their use in actual peer review processes [62]. Recent
machine learning conferences have shown an increase in reviews suspected to be AI-generated [63].
Although LLM-generated reviews can provide valuable feedback, we strongly advise against their use
as replacements for human reviewers in real-world peer review processes. As LLMs are still imperfect,
human oversight is crucial for ensuring fair and valuable assessments of manuscripts and for maintaining
the integrity and quality of peer reviews.
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Appendix
A Experimental Details

A.1 Review Categorization

In our experiment, we utilize GPT-4 to summarize and categorize the reasons for paper acceptance and
rejection, as illustrated in Figure 4. Specifically, we analyze each line from the ‘reasons for acceptance’
and ‘reasons for rejection’ fields in the generated reviews. GPT-4 is tasked with automatically classifying
each listed reason. If an entry does not align with predefined categories, the model establish a new
category. Ultimately, we identify five distinct reasons for acceptance and seven reasons for rejection.

#Words #Characters

Review 438.2 ± 72.0 3067.4 ± 510.1
Rebuttal 370.6 ± 49.9 2584.8 ± 376.5
Updated Review 189.7 ± 46.6 1304.0 ± 320.8
Meta-review 256.9 ± 64.8 1849.9 ± 454.5

Table 4: Statistics of our dataset.
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Figure 7: Distribution of initial and final ratings when varying numbers of reviewers are aware of the
authors’ prestigious identity.

A.2 Experimental Costs

To ensure consistent evaluation results, we use the gpt-4-1106-preview version of the GPT-4 model
throughout our experiments. The model is selected for its superior language understanding and generation
capabilities, essential for simulating an authentic peer review process. To enhance reproducibility and
minimize API usage, we establish a baseline settings (Sec. 2.4), where no specific personalities of the
role are detailed (‘baseline’ in Table 1). This setting allows us to measure the impact of changes in
individual variables against a consistent standard. For subsequent experiments, we adopt reviews and
rebuttals (Phase I-II) from this baseline when applicable. For example, when we investigate the effects
of substituting a normal reviewer with an irresponsible person, we only generate the reviews for that
specific reviewer while adopting existing reviews from the baseline setting. This approach minimizes
the variability caused by different experimental runs and significantly reduces the API cost compared
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with rerunning the entire review pipeline each time. The total cost of API usage across all tests is
approximately $2780.

A.3 Model Selection

Additionally, we have also explored the feasibility of alternative models, such as gpt-35-turbo and
Gemini. These models were initially considered to assess the cost-effectiveness and performance diversity.
However, these models either encounter issues related to content filtering limitations, resulting in the
omission of critical feedback, or generate superficial evaluations and exhibited a bias towards overly
generous scoring. Therefore, despite the higher operational costs, we choose despite the higher operational
costs, due to its more consistent and realistic output in peer review simulations due to its more consistent
and realistic output in peer review simulations.

A.4 Additional Results and Statistics

Table 4 is the statistics of our dataset, including the word and character counts of the generated reviews,
rebuttals, updated reviews, and meta-reviews.

Table 5 is the average reviewer ratings when varying number of normal reviewers are replaced by
malicious reviewers.

Table 6 presents the generated review, rebuttal, and meta-review for the paper “Image as Set of
Points” [64] in our simulation. LLM-generate review shows a high degree of overlap with actual reviews
in Table 7.

Table 9 shows the prompts used in AGENTREVIEW and the characteristics of each type of roles.
Figure 7 is the distribution of initial and final ratings as 0 ∼ 3 reviewers become aware of the authors’

prestigious identity. It shows that the average reviewer ratings consistently increase with more reviewers
knowing the author identities. Meanwhile, reviewer ratings consistently increase after rebuttals.

Figure 8 is the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) when the author identity is known for varying ratios of
papers, relative to the baseline. Different lines represent different numbers of reviewers that are aware of
the authors’ identities.

Figure 9 is the final rating distribution when we vary one reviewer in the experiment, including their
commitment, intention, or knowledgeability. Reviewers powered by LLMs assign highly consistent
numeric ratings to most submissions, with the majority of the scores in [5, 5.25]. Notable exceptions
occur under the irresponsible and malicious settings, where the ratings exhibit a bimodal distribution
with peaks at [5, 5.25] and [4.25, 4.5].

! normal reviewers % malicious reviewers
# Initial Final +/− # Initial Final +/−

3 5.053 ± 0.623 5.110 ± 0.555 +0.06 0 / / /
2 5.066 ± 0.608 4.925 ± 0.552 −0.14 1 3.130 ± 0.838 3.254 ± 0.882 +0.12
1 5.210 ± 0.849 5.111 ± 0.790 −0.10 2 3.503 ± 1.024 3.485 ± 0.994 −0.02
0 / / / 3 3.529 ± 1.030 3.357 ± 0.970 −0.17

Table 5: Reviewer ratings when varying number of! normal reviewers are replaced by% malicious
reviewers.
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Phase Content

Review Overall rating: 5

Significance and novelty: The work puts forth a novel image representation paradigm by conceptu-
alizing images as unorganized sets of points and using a simplified clustering algorithm for feature
extraction. This approach steps away from traditional ConvNets and Vision Transformers, which
rely on convolution and attention mechanisms, respectively. The proposed method, characterized
as Context Clusters (CoCs), has demonstrated comparable or even slightly better performance on
several benchmarks to existing architectures, offering a fresh perspective in the domain of visual
representation.

Reasons for acceptance:

• The paper introduces a novel paradigm for visual representation that does not rely on conventional
convolution or attention mechanisms.

• The method achieves comparable or better results on various benchmarks relative to established
architectures such as ConvNets and ViTs, suggesting its potential efficacy.

• Authors provide interpretability by visualizing the clustering process, which is beneficial for
understanding the model’s decisions.

• The paper includes a link to the code repository, which facilitates reproducibility and further
research by the community.

Reasons for rejection:

• Novelty and potential impact:

– The work, while novel, may not offer a significantly different or superior approach to existing
methods given that the improvements over state-of-the-art are not substantial or broadly demon-
strated across multiple benchmarks.

– The rationale behind the conceptual shift from organized to unorganized points is not convincingly
tied to specific advantages in the fundamental understanding or performance gain across a wide
range of tasks.

• Technical soundness and completeness:

– The ablation study suggests that the method’s components contribute to performance, but it is not
clear if all components are necessary or if there might be a more efficient configuration.

– The paper lacks in-depth comparison with other recent methods in terms of computational
efficiency, memory usage, and scalability to very large datasets.

• Clarity and organization of the paper:

– Some parts of the methodology, especially regarding the clustering operation and region partition,
could benefit from clearer explanation or visualization to aid in comprehension.

– The paper would benefit from a deeper discussion on the limitations and potential failures of the
proposed method, as well as comparisons to the failure modes of other methods.

• Reproducibility and empirical validation:

– While code is provided, the paper lacks details about hyperparameter tuning, data preprocessing,
and other setup specifications that might affect reproducibility.

– The empirical validation is not broad enough, largely focusing on performance metrics with less
emphasis on robustness or behaviour on out-of-distribution data.

Suggestions for improvement:

• Conduct more extensive experiments across diverse datasets, including out-of-distribution or
adversarial settings, to test the robustness and generalizability of the proposed method.

• Provide a more comprehensive ablation study of individual components to deduce the necessity
and efficiency of each part of the Context Clusters framework.

• Improve the clarity and depth of the methodology section, possibly including more diagrams or
pseudocode, to aid the community in understanding and building upon the work.

• Discuss potential limitations and failure modes of the context cluster approach, providing insight
into the scenarios where this method may not perform optimally in comparison to other methods.

Table 6: Example of a simulated review for the paper “Image as Set of Points” [64]. The highlighted
parts in red are overlaps that match the real review.
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Phase Content

Rebuttal We appreciate the constructive feedback and the reviewer’s recognition of the novelty in our
conceptual shift from organized pixels to unorganized point sets and our method’s potential
efficacy.

Regarding the novelty and potential impact, we agree that the performance improvements over
the state-of-the-art are not substantial across all benchmarks. Our primary objective is to offer a
new paradigm rather than focusing solely on performance metrics. We believe that the shift to
unorganized points can lead to more efficient learning in certain scenarios due to the reduction of
inductive biases, which we will investigate further. We will expand on the specific advantages of
this conceptual shift, exploring applications where the lack of structure in data is inherent (e.g.,
point clouds, non-uniform datasets).

Concerning the technical soundness and completeness, we will extend our ablation studies to
better understand the contribution of each component to the overall performance. We will explore
alternative configurations to enhance efficiency without compromising accuracy. We will also
conduct a comprehensive comparison with recent methods in terms of computational efficiency,
memory usage, scalability, and adaptability to large datasets to position our methodology within
the current landscape more accurately.

In terms of clarity and organization, we acknowledge that the methodology section could be
more accessible. We will add further explanations, visual aids, and pseudocode for the clustering
operation and region partition strategy, aiming to foster better comprehension among readers.

Regarding reproducibility and empirical validation, we commit to providing detailed information
on hyperparameter tuning, data preprocessing, and setup specifications to ensure reproducibility.
We acknowledge the importance of robustness and behavior on out-of-distribution data and
will incorporate experiments in these settings to demonstrate the method’s generalizability and
limitations.

For the suggestions for improvement, we will:

• Enhance our experimental section to cover diverse datasets, including those with out-
of-distribution and adversarial examples, to assess the robustness of our method more
thoroughly.

• Execute a more comprehensive ablation study and refine the explanation of the individual
components within our framework.

• Improve methodological clarity with additional diagrams, pseudocode, and an expanded
discussion on the rationale behind design choices.

• Include a dedicated section on potential limitations and failure modes, comparing scenar-
ios where our method may be less optimal than existing methods, and outlining strategies
for future improvements.

We hope that these improvements will address the concerns and enhance the value of our
contribution to the community.

Meta review Score: 5

Summary: This paper introduces a novel approach to visual representation by conceptualiz-
ing images as unorganized sets of points. The authors propose Context Clusters (CoCs), an
architecture that uses a simplified clustering algorithm for feature extraction without relying on
traditional convolution or attention mechanisms. The authors have presented empirical evidence
suggesting that CoCs can achieve performance comparable to or slightly better than existing
ConvNets and Vision Transformers on several benchmarks. The method aims to provide a new
perspective on image representation and is convolution- and attention-free, potentially offering
insights into feature extraction for different domains and interpretability through visualization of
the clustering process.

In the rebuttal phase, the authors responded to concerns regarding the novelty and potential
impact, technical soundness, and completeness. They addressed the need for a clear rationale
behind the shift from organized pixels to unorganized points and agreed to expand on specific
advantages and applications where this could lead to more efficient learning. The authors
acknowledged that in-depth comparison with other recent methods in terms of computational
efficiency, memory usage, scalability, and adaptability to large datasets was missing and com-
mitted to conducting comprehensive comparisons to position CoCs within the current research
landscape accurately.

The authors also responded to concerns about the method’s clarity and organization, reproducibil-
ity, empirical validation, and the general lack of a thorough comparison with state-of-the-art
methods. They promised to enhance the clarity of the methodology section by including fur-
ther explanations, visual aids, and pseudocode. Moreover, the authors committed to providing
detailed information on hyperparameter tuning, data preprocessing, and setup specifications,
as well as incorporating experiments on out-of-distribution data to demonstrate the method’s
robustness and generalizability.

The reviewers have acknowledged the authors’ response and appreciated the commitment to
addressing the concerns. However, since there’s no updated manuscript at this stage that reflects
these proposed changes, the reviewers maintained their initial ratings. Should the authors
implement the improvements they outlined in their rebuttal, it is anticipated that the value of
their contribution to the community could be notably enhanced. However, the current version of
the paper lacks sufficient empirical validation and theoretical analysis to warrant a higher score.
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Review

Summary Of The Paper: This paper proposes a new view of images that considers each image as a set of
points (the pixels) and uses a clustering algorithm to extract the features from it. The goal is to investigate
the way to utilize this new form of visual representations and evaluate the performance that could be achieved.
To this end, the paper introduces a novel backbone network that includes the proposed Context Clusters and
evaluates this model on several vision tasks as well as a point cloud data application.

Strengths And Weaknesses:

Strengths:

• To the best of the reviewer’s knowledge, the topic of considering an image as a set of points and extracting
features from it for vision tasks is original and very interesting.

• The proposed method that uses the clustering algorithm as the basic build block is novel and of significance to
the community.

• The evaluation plan of the paper is comprehensive. It provides experiments on standard vision tasks like
image classification and object detection/segmentation and applications for point cloud inputs like object
classification.

• The evaluation results show that the method provides improvements on various tasks over the CNN and ViT
baselines (though not outperforming the state-of-the-art approach).

Weaknesses:

• By using the region partition mechanism, the set of points is no longer unorganized but becomes structured
based on their locality. Additional experiments are required to clarify the role of the region partition.

• Before applying the context clusters operation, the region partition operation, which is similar to the shifting
windows in Swin, is introduced to reduce the computational cost. The authors seem to imply that the region
partition trades off performance for speed. However, the locality introduced by the region partition could
also bring useful inductive bias for the encoder. Therefore, additional experiments are required to answer the
following questions:

– If the region partition operation is removed in the clustering process, could the model achieve similar or
better performance? What would the clustering map be like in this case?

– It would be nice to introduce Swin as one baseline to investigate this problem.

Clarity, Quality, Novelty And Reproducibility: The paper is well-written and easy to follow. The authors
also provide additional explanations of some model designs in the appendix which are much appreciated. Both
the topic and the proposed method are original. The general architecture is reproducible based on the model
description, but additional hyper-parameters are required to reproduce the experimental results.

Summary Of The Review: This paper introduces a new form of image representation that considers each image
as a set of points and proposes a clustering-based architecture for feature extraction. Both the idea of “image as
set of points” and the proposed architecture are interesting and novel. The experiment result also shows that the
method achieves comparable performance to ConvNets and ViTs. A small concern is that the role of the region
partition mechanism is unclear since good performance could actually be attributed to this design.

Table 7: Example of a real review for the paper “Image as Set of Points” [64]. The sections highlighted
in red indicate the overlaps with the simulated review.
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😇	Benign

Your	 approach	 to	 reviewing	 is	 guided	 by	 a	
genuine	intention	to	aid	authors	in	enhancing	
their	work.	You	provide	detailed,	constructive	
feedback,	 aimed	 at	 both	 validating	 robust	
research	 and	 guiding	 authors	 to	 refine	 and	
improve	 their	 work.	 You	 are	 also	 critical	 of	
technical	flaws	in	the	paper.

😈	Malicious

Your	reviewing	style	is	harsh,	with	a	tendency	
towards	negative	bias.	Your	reviews	may	focus	
excessively	 on	 faults,	 sometimes	 overlooking	
the	 paper's	 merits.	 Your	 feedback	 can	 be	
discouraging,	 offering	 minimal	 guidance	 for	
improvement,	 and	 often	 aims	 more	 at	
rejection	than	constructive	critique.

Conformist

You	are	 a	 conformist	 area.	You	mostly	 follow	
the	 reviewers'	 suggestions	 to	 write	 your	
metareview,	 score	 the	 paper,	 and	 decide	
whether	to	accept	a	paper.

Inclusive

You	 are	 an	 inclusive	 area	 chair.	 You	 tend	 to	
hear	from	all	reviewers'	opinions	and	combine	
them	with	 your	 own	 judgments	 to	make	 the	
final	decision.

Authoritarian

You	are	an	authoritarian	area	chair.	You	tend	
to	 read	 the	 paper	 on	 your	 own,	 follow	 your	
own	 judgment	 and	 mostly	 ignore	 the	
reviewers'	opinions.

🧐	Responsible

As	 a	 responsible	 reviewer,	 you	 highly	
responsibly	 write	 paper	 reviews	 and	 actively	
participate	 in	 reviewer-AC	 discussions.	 You	
meticulously	 assess	 a	 research	 paper's	
technical	accuracy,	innovation,	and	relevance.	
You	 thoroughly	 read	 the	 paper,	 critically	
analyze	 the	 methodologies,	 and	 carefully	
consider	the	paper's	contribution	to	the	field.

😪	Irresponsible

As	 an	 irresponsible	 reviewer,	 your	 reviews	
tend	to	be	superficial	and	hastily	done.	You	do	
not	 like	 to	 discuss	 in	 the	 reviewer-AC	
discussion.	 Your	 assessments	might	 overlook	
critical	 details,	 lack	 depth	 in	 analysis,	 fail	 to	
recognize	novel	contributions,	or	offer	generic	
feedback	 that	 does	 little	 to	 advance	 the	
paper's	quality.

😵💫 Unknowledgeable

You	 are	 not	 knowledgeable	 and	 do	 not	 have	
strong	background	in	the	subject	areas	related	
to	this	paper.

🎓 Knowledgeable

You	 are	 knowledgeable,	 with	 a	 strong	
background	and	a	PhD	degree	 in	 the	 subject	
areas	 related	 to	 this	 paper.	 You	 possess	 the	
expertise	 necessary	 to	 scrutinize	 and	provide	
insightful	feedback	to	this	paper.

Role Description
You are an author. You write research papers and 
submit them to conferences. During the rebuttal 
phase, you carefully read the reviews from the 
reviewers and respond to each of  them.

Role Description
You are a reviewer. You write peer review of  academic 
papers by evaluating their technical quality, 
originality, and clarity.

Biography
<Reviewer Characteristics> Reviewer Author

Role Description
You are a very knowledgeable and experienced area 
chair in a top-tier machine learning conference. You 
evaluate the reviews provided by reviewers and 
write metareviews. Later, you will decide which paper 
gets accepted or rejected based on your 
metareviews. 
Biography
<AC Characteristics>

Scenario
An author of  a research paper submitted their 
paper to an academic conference. A group of  
reviewers and area chairs are reviewing the paper 
and deciding whether to accept or reject the paper.

Peer Review
Mechanism

AC

Figure 10: Characteristics and prompts in AGENTREVIEW.
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